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now, on their seventh full-length ashes [eone], meshuggah unveil the most ambitious record to date, tackling subjects as wide-ranging as global warming, persecution, political manipulation and the human condition. you could hear the echo of hail the suns 1989 debut, metal messiah[ruffhouse
records], on the likes of takashi kimura-san, the japanese metallers whose hyper-speed guitar lines and unconventional lyrics have influenced meshuggah for more than three decades. the group set out to make an album that challenges their audiences not only musically, but also intellectually.

everyone was invited to participate in the writing process, recalls kilmore. we wanted to create a record that really existed in the present tense, and in the future tense, that we could still be making into the future. for a band that began as a punk-rock youth movement in the mid-eighties,
meshuggahs sensibilities have clearly matured with the years. and their intention of creating an album with a clear direction, a theme or even a title, is stronger than ever. incubus hunter is a solo project by eva and is her fourth full-length album. recorded and mixed by jonathan dolese of
konkrete studios, the album explores emotional and interpersonal relationships. it is a reflection on her personal life, her relationships, and her feelings about the world. she describes the album as a skins episode in album form. einziger took a break from incubus to produce the voice, a

collaboration with julie fowlis, a young singer from the uk. the pair came up with a different set of arrangements, but the songs remained pretty much intact. as such, the project remains uncommercial and its had to be delayed until now. that doesnt mean the project has no one to thank for its
existence. in the introduction, einziger thanks his parents, his manager, his wife, his friend, and skrillex. he says this album is the result of a new phase of his life, where he wants to continue to grow, and that he expects to be doing even more in the future.
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the whole thing was built from that one idea of a hunter, a scared man. and it was an examination of the things we try to find and we never find. as a metaphor, it was about how even when we find what were looking for, its not a cure. its not the end of anything. its not a salvation. its the
beginning of something new. that was the core of it. everything that follows from there is our attempt at making sense of what we go through and what we find and what weve lost. however, boyd and einziger moved quickly after i, the mask, and convinced their creative partner and ceo, cirkut, to
sign them to warner bros. in the studio, the pair filled the void left behind by the last collective albums maker. incubus hunter was written with his all-star jam band, the glitch mob. the result saw guitarist/bassist boyd recruit drummers from the likes of daft punk, caribou and schoolboy q to round
out the rhythm section. both are fans of the eighties synthpop, and have created a collection of songs that bridge the gap between the old and the new. cimone, meanwhile, headed home with much more than the album. while on tour, he'd become increasingly frustrated with the lack of options
he had to write or record new material. so after a long day playing to a sold-out crowd, he would go home to his rumbling garage and create his first proper song in two years, shame. he felt instantly compelled to revisit this scorching track during a show on the other side of the country, and the

melancholy mood was just what he needed to exorcise a song he simply couldnt forget. im always trying to give people an experience that they cant get anywhere else, he says.  5ec8ef588b
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